Welcoming Immigrants into the Sukkah
October 13 - 20, 2019

This year during Sukkot, Reform Jews across the Movement will welcome immigrants into their sukkah. In this crucial moment, we commit to bearing witness and hearing stories, humanizing and learning from immigrant experiences, building relationships, and connecting with migrant-led organizations with whom we can work in solidarity in the months to come.

Sample Invitation for Community Members

Hi _______

Sukkot is a holiday of welcome, where we invite ushpizin, guests, into our Sukkah with its open side and exposed covering through which we can see the stars. This year during Sukkot, we are joining other Reform communities across North America that are committed to immigration justice to welcome immigrants into our sukkah. In this crucial moment, we commit to bearing witness and hearing stories, humanizing and learning from immigrant experiences, building relationships, and connecting with migrant-led organizations with whom we can work in solidarity in the months to come. Let me know if you will join us in the sukkah on [date] at [time] at [location]. I hope to see you there! Thank you —